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President’s Column 

Telling Cave Stories 

Our second issue of Subterranean Journeys for 2013 is a 
special edition that consists of a collection of funny or 
amazing cave stories as told (mostly) by those who wit-
nessed the events.  

Photo: Jessi Hicks 

Caving trips can run from mundane to adventurous, but occasionally something funny happens 
along the way. Cavers often relate tales around a campfire, while sitting on cut tree logs or lawn 
chairs. There are probably hundreds of these funny stories floating around and some of them are 
perhaps too ribald for this publication. 

I remember the late Bob Taylor telling me one funny story after another that involved his caving 
friends of yesteryear. There was the one about the geologist trying to conduct dye tracing in Mam-
moth Cave. An entire slug of fluorescein dye solution blew into his face, resulting in a bright green, 
but disgusted, geologist. I have forgotten many of Bob’s stories. Some of Bob’s stories were in-
cluded in articles in various caving publications, but sadly, with his passing from the caving scene, 
many of his stories are lost forever.  

Beginning in late 2012, I sought written stories from SPG members in hopes of compiling an entire 
issue of SJ devoted to humorous caving stories. At first, only a few stories trickled in. Eric Hertzler 
was first to submit a funny story, followed by Charity Hertzler with another, then Jerry Vineyard 
sent several stories and Roy Gold got into the act. I contributed several stories, but left out others 
to keep the issue down to “normal” size.  

The tales are reminders that caving events should be recorded for future generations to read. It 
was fun to write them and receive them from members. The stories were placed in random order, 
so be sure to read them all! 

Happy reading! 

Cave softly, leave no trace and, hey . . .  let’s be careful “in there.” 

Jonathan B. Beard 
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Falling Out of One’s Boots 
A Collection of Caving Stories  

Retold by SPG Members 

Before the tales are lost to time, we asked SPG members to recall some humorous caving stories. 
As you'll read below, there are truly many tales. Some are downright funny, while others will 
amaze you. As Mark Twain once wrote in Huckleberry Finn, “You don’t know about me without 
you have read a book by the name of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer; but that ain’t no matter. 
That book was made by Mr. Mark Twain and he told the truth, mainly.” 

Falling Out of One’s Boots (Roy Gold) 

In 2009, Jon Beard, Bob Taylor and I traveled to the Guadalupe Mountains in New Mexico to see 
some caves. One morning we were getting ready to leave our campsite at Brantley Lake just north 
of the City of Carlsbad. We planned to visit Cottonwood Cave and Sitting Bull Falls Cave. Jon and I 
were sitting, waiting for Bob, who started out of his tent with a big plastic box full of all kinds of 
stuff he planned to take with him. As he stepped over the sill of the tent, he hung his boot on it. 
The box went flying through the air scattering all of his stuff and Bob went crashing to the ground 
face first, spread in all directions. At first, we were concerned that Bob had badly hurt himself un-
til he started turning the air blue with cursing. We immediately suspected that he was okay. He 
then said, “I fell out of my boots!” Sure enough, there were a pair of disembodied, high top boots 
left in the tent and Bob was in his stocking feet. Jon and I spent much of the rest of the day laugh-
ing about it. 

How Bob Walked on Water (Jon Beard) 

Everyone who knew Bob Taylor was familiar with his amazing ability to stay dry when everyone 
else on the caving trip would get soaking wet.  A number of cavers will recall the day when we 
hiked down Broadwater Hollow during a very wet weekend to go caving in Fitton Cave in Newton 
County, Arkansas. The creeks were running higher than normal, and all of us were wondering how 
we'd get to the cave without getting drenched in the swollen creeks.  At the very minimum, we'd 
have to cross Cecil Creek and hike up Fitton Hollow. When the group arrived at the creek, we 
paced up and down the creek to find the best possible place to cross, the least wet place. Al-
though our group was not very large, we chose different spots to cross. We all ended up in various 
stages of being soaked despite our best attempts at carefully using exposed rocks to cross. For a 
long time we couldn't find Bob and wondered if he had chosen to give up and return to the cars.  
However, we met Bob at the mouth of Fitton Hollow. Mysteriously, Bob was completely dry!  To 
this day, we don't know how he did it. 

A possible answer existed for many years.  In 1981, I was helping Bob map Goss Cave in Webster 
County, a cave I had learned about from another friend at work.  It is a mostly walking 1,097-foot 
cave with an active stream that covers the floor wall-to-wall except for some strategically placed 
wall ledges on both sides of the passage.  However, around the midpoint of the cave, the ledge on 
the right disappears at about where the ledge on the left wall begins. This happens many times in 
the cave, but at this location, the ledges were perhaps six or seven feet apart, and getting one leg 
in the water is unavoidable. Bob was ready to call it a day, not wanting to get cold and chilled. He 
mentioned that when a sketcher gets cold, his hands begin shaking, and he more or less loses con-
trol of his sketch. When I offered to kneel on one knee in the water and provide a knee as a 
"stepping stone" to enable Bob to cross without getting wet, he did so, remained dry, and the sur-
vey of the cave was completed that day. Not only was the mapping finished that day, but Bob had 
found a life long patsy. He also learned how graceful I could be when, after exiting the cave, I 
slipped and fell on a large flat boulder and landed on my tail bone. It would be the first of a num-
ber of pratfalls I would make while Bob looked on, much to his humor. 
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The Splay Shot (Jon Beard) 

Cavers had many tales of adventures during the 14-year survey project in Garrison Cave #2. Some 
involve long, exhausting trips into the nether regions of the cave; others were humorous incidents 
involving undesirable stretches of cave. However, there was one instance that involved a set of coin-
cidences that were pure luck. 

Jack Rosenkoetter had been assisting me with the survey of the cave’s widest room, the Helictite 
Room.  As with much of the cave, we didn’t want to ruin the natural floor by stepping onto the virgin 
clay or stones off-trail unless it was absolutely necessary.  We had run a 100-foot survey line through 
the axis of the room and I spent a great deal of time pacing back and forth along the established trail 
to be sure to sketch all of the important features onto my map notes. There are sketchers who can 
sketch a 100-foot section of a cave in one hour. However, it seemed to be taking me hours to sketch 
this section of cave onto Mylar. 

Upon completion of one shot, Jack asked a perfectly reasonable question. “Should we take a splay 
shot?” It seemed the right question to ask. I had been estimating the distances to various features in 
the room by simply eyeballing them and guessing the distance from our survey line. Drawing all fea-
tures accurately without measurements would seem impossible. Jack was not questioning my accu-
racy so much as he cared about the map and wanted to be sure we were creating a good representa-
tion of the room. I was not offended by his question. In fact, I was wholeheartedly in favor of making 
splay shots in such a wide room.  So, from the most recent station made, Jack began to pace diago-
nally toward the far wall. I instructed him to state the distance measured to the edge of each major 
feature —the edge of a breakdown block, an abrupt change in ceiling height and the wall itself. 

“32.1 feet.” Jack called out from a floor ledge. 

“Yep. 32.1 feet,” I said after using my protractor to measure the map distance to the floor ledge. Hey, 
everybody’s lucky one time. 

Jack then paced to the ceiling ledge. 

“42.5 feet.” 

“Yep.  42.5 feet.” I was surprised that I did not have any changes to make! 

Jack then continued to the northern wall of the room and we stretched the tape from the station. 

“57.5 feet.” 

I measured the distance from the station to the wall on my map.  I threw down my pencil in mock 
disgust. “57.0 feet.  Dang!  I missed it by six inches!” 

 Jack returned, reeling in the tape as he went. “Jack, do you want to shoot another splay shot?” I 
asked in all seriousness, 

“No, never mind.” 

Dumb luck this time. Much of the remaining survey of the cave’s large rooms was completed later 
with the use of a distometer to measure ceiling heights, passage widths and distances to other fea-
tures. The Helictite Room event happened only once and it shall not be forgotten. 
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General, Get Me a Bigger Crane (Jerry Vineyard, Missouri Assistant State Geologist (Retired) ) 

The phone rang one morning in my office at the Missouri Geological Survey. It was the Army, calling from a 
military post not far away. They had found a bottomless pit; could I help? A backhoe operator digging a util-
ity trench for a new building noticed a hole in the bottom of the trench that was not of his making. Check-
ing, he dropped a rock in the hole, but couldn’t hear it hit bottom; hence, a bottomless pit. It was time to 
call in the cavalry. That would be me.    

Grabbing my gear for dealing with bottomless pits, I drove across the hilly landscape of the Salem Plateau, 
underlain by Ordovician dolomites and sandstone, with thick, cherty surficial materials consisting of resid-
uum from weathering of the dolomite strata. Sinkholes, springs and caves were common in the area. One 
cave near the military reservation has an enormous room that was considered as the site for an under-
ground jet propulsion lab, near the end of World War II. Maybe this “bottomless pit” would lead to a spec-
tacular discovery?   

The crowd gathered at the site was liberally sprinkled with Army brass. After a briefing, I crawled across 
some boards and peered down the hole. I could see a shaft about 25 feet in diameter, with walls that 
looked like laid stone, but I recognized residuum from the Roubidoux Formation, which is dolomite with 
considerable sandstone. The dolomite had been removed by solution, leaving broken sandstone in a cherty 
red clay matrix. It all looked frighteningly unstable.   

Spotting a crane nearby, I suggested we use it. I would stand on the hook (you could do that sort of thing in 
those days) and they could lower me down the center of the shaft without touching the unstable walls. It 
worked perfectly—to a point. Just when I could begin to make out the bottom, the descent jerked to a 
halt—there was no more cable on the crane.    

Returning to the surface, a large crowd had gathered, including the Post Commander, a general. Seizing the 
moment, I ordered, “General, get me a bigger crane.” I half expected him to push me into the pit for being 
so brazen, but instead things began to happen quickly. An enormous crane lumbered into view, sporting a 
nasty-looking hook and enough cable to reach the Moho.*     

This time I made it to the bottom. The shaft was straight-walled, entirely in residuum, and the bottom was 
covered with loose stone and clay from the stoping process that had produced the shaft over time. A drain 
led to a dry sump, revealing the process by which the stoping debris had been removed through cavernous 
channels in the underlying bedrock, likely the Gasconade Dolomite. Unfortunately, there was no access; 
the drain was clogged.    

After making recommendations for filling the shaft with waste rock and crushed stone from the Post 
Quarry nearby, I drove back to the office with a silly grin on my face, thinking, “Having this much fun in one 
day would probably be illegal in any profession except geology.” How frequently does a lowly geologist get 
to say, “General, get me a bigger crane?” 

The pit was filled according to my directions, the building was completed and it still stands today.   

*The Moho, or, spelled out, Mohorovicic Discontinuity, is the irregular boundary between the Earth’s crust 
and the uppermost layer of mantle below. 

The Definition and Use of ‘Spectacular’ (Roy Gold) 

Back in the 60s, I worked as a cave guide at Ozark Caverns and all the cave guides at that time were cavers. 
One day we were sitting around talking and somebody mentioned that he had seen a very spectacular 
helictite. One caver, Neil, made the comment that small formations could not be spectacular that only large 
ones could be. We argued that for a while, but we were never able to convince Neil that our position was 
right. Not too long after that it was Neil’s turn to take the next tour into the cave and a car pulled up out-
side. We looked and this enormous girl got out of the car. One of us said, “Neil, here’s a spectacular girl you 
get to take into the cave.” 
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Bridal Cave Mishap (Eric Hertzler) 

 The year was 1992 and the cave was the show cave Bridal Cave in Camden County. At the time. Steve 
Thompson managed the cave and later managed Fantastic Caverns here in Springfield. One night after 
business hours, Steve’s son Shawn and I made a trip to the cave’s second underground lake called Spirit 
Lake. This entailed lowering an aluminum ladder from the tourist trail to the bottom of the cave’s first 
lake, Mystery Lake, then traversing the lake via inflatable raft. Next, a vertical wall is scaled and then fi-
nally from a high perch one can view Spirit Lake. After our exploration had commenced we both re-
traced our steps back across Mystery Lake. As Shawn was climbing back up the ladder, I heard a loud 
“kerplunk.” I looked down at Shawn who was looking helplessly into the depths of the lake. “What was 
that?” I asked. “My dad’s keys,” he responded. The keys had fallen near the base of the ladder in about 
10 feet of water. The keys were our only way back into the visitor center where our clean clothes were 
located. Shawn climbed up and got off the ladder and I climbed back down to the water surface. I could 
see the keys at the bottom of the crystal clear lake, but they were amongst large boulders. I eased my 
way into the cold water and dove down to the bottom. Since I did not have goggles everything was a 
blurry mess and the cold water took my breath away, giving me little time to feel around. I repeated the 
process several times, but without success. We were resigned to leave the cave in defeat.    

 Since we had to ride in my car and had no clean clothes, we did the only logical thing, which was to wear 
nothing but our underwear. This was funny to us and we laughed at how stupid we felt.  We joked about 
what would happen if we got pulled over or ran out of gas and had to go into a store or worse!  Ah, what 
could happen?  It was dark, no one could see us, plus my house was only a few miles away.  I pointed my 
Chevy Citation towards home and we were off.   

Just as we pulled out of the cave parking lot, a heavy rain set in. We traveled down a back road to get to 
my house and were about halfway there when all the sudden the car died, and all the gauge lights came 
on! I looked at the instrument panel to see that the temperature gauge was all the way over on Hot! The 
car was dead and our worst fears had come true!  Now what? Through the heavy rain, we could see the 
light from a distant house. We looked at each other and I quickly said “not it!” Shawn didn’t appear to be 
too happy about his situation so for support I offered to go along (and hide in the bushes) while he rang 
the doorbell to ask for help.   

Out of the car, we ran across the road and up to the house. Since it was raining, and we were in white 
underwear our undercarriage was slightly more visible, this may not help our prospect of getting help, I 
thought. I hid from afar, as my bold caving partner rang the doorbell, his hind side plainly visible through 
his underwear in the bright porch light. I couldn’t help but laugh. An older lady came to the door and ap-
peared to be quite shocked by what stood before her. Shawn did his best to explain the predicament, 
and with some hesitation, she allowed Shawn to use her phone to call his dad. Soon Steve arrived and 
rescued us. We must have looked like two wet cats. Steve of course ribbed us on the way home adding 
insult to injury. He also made it clear he wanted his keys back as soon as possible. The next evening I re-
turned to the lake with goggles and retrieved them. 

A Drink of Water (Roy Gold) 

A good number of years ago Mike and Susan Warshauer were caving with me in Arkansas. As the 
weather was unpleasant, we stayed in a motel, and to save money we stayed in the same room. Some-
time in the middle of the night, in the dark, Mike got up to get a drink of water. As he tipped the glass up 
after filling it with water, he felt something clunk against his teeth. He turned on the light, and to his hor-
ror, saw my partial plate in the glass. At that time, I had a partial dental plate and at night, I always kept it 
in a glass of water at the sink. From that point on, Mike always looked to see what was in the glasses be-
fore getting a drink. 

Bob Taylor would tell this story for many years, but couldn’t remember whose partial plate it was, only 
that Mike Warshauer was the hapless victim. One day, I was telling the story to Bob and Jon Beard. Their 
eyes opened wide and Bob said, “That was YOUR partial plate!” 
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The Wild Goose Chase (Charity Hertzler) 

August 8, 2004, after conducting a partial survey of Doling Park Cave in Greene County for Melvin John-
son of the Springfield Park Board, Bob Taylor and I met at McDonald’s on a Sunday morning for what 
would turn out to be a morning full of surprises—well, if that’s what you’d call it.  Melvin had been won-
dering about the well casing that is located inside of Doling Park Cave, and was really curious to find out 
where it was on the surface, along with finding out where and what direction the entire cave led in gen-
eral. A surface survey to his knowledge had never been done, or if it had been done, it was probably so 
long ago that everyone had forgotten about it. 

Bill Heim and Bonnie Howard showed up, and off the four of us went to Doling Park.  Bob armed with his 
survey equipment, and I armed with a can of bright neon-colored yellow spray paint to mark the surface 
with up top for Melvin’s visuals. 

The survey started off pretty uneventful. The first shot was from Bob on the ground up to Bill, who was 
sitting up on top of the cave on the overburden. As Bob was recording the figures for the first shot, Bill to 
his surprise, found a geocache hidden on the overburden. (Sorry to ruin the surprise for your geocache 
addicts.) He pulled out some trinkets and a small notepad. Bonnie and I read through the notes of people 
who had been there before us, and then Bonnie wrote a note from us telling how we’d found the cache, 
while surveying and put it and the trinkets back on the box. 

Once the survey moved past the overburden and we were on top of the hill over the cave, Bill and Bob 
shot two more stations, and I marked both of them with my neon yellow paint. After we began shooting 
the next station, we noticed that we were heading straight toward a small stone building. I think all of us 
looked at each other thinking exactly the same thing—a well house. 

The last shot took us within 10 feet of the stone building and we determined that it was indeed a well 
house, and that the well in Doling Cave must be inside that well house. Since the door was locked, Bill 
began peeking through the boarded-up windows trying to see if he could see a well.  Bob walked around 
to the side of the building and found the wellhead, sticking out of the house!  

I think the only word to describe that moment was, if there is such a word, “DUH!” 

Helpful hint for future reference:  Well casings may be located inside well houses. 

 

After we all had a good laugh, 
I took a picture of Bob point-
ing to the well, and then I 
painted a bright yellow “X” by 
the wellhead as to eliminate 
any curiosity in the future of 
where the well is. 

The whole survey took about 
an hour, and even though I 
probably thought it was a 
waste of time and energy, Bill 
found a geocache, I finally 
learned how to do a surface 
survey, and Bob got lots of 
practice reading his instru-
ments and drawing.  

Photo: Charity Hertzler 
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Rat Shit Stew (Roy Gold) 

Several of us went to Fitton Cave many years ago. It was raining when we got there, it was raining when we 
went to the cave, and it was raining when we came out. The best place we could find to camp was an old 
cabin up on the hill. The cabin had no windows or doors and the roof leaked and was occupied by wood 
rats. After we got out of the cave, we found that we only had a couple of cans of Dinty Moore Beef Stew. 
So, we started heating it in the cabin. While it was heating, all of a sudden a big chunk of “stuff” that had 
been carried into the cabin by the wood rats fell from the ceiling into the stew. We looked at the stew and 
realized that was all we had to eat. We fished out all we could, stirred in the rest and enjoyed our meal of 
rat shit stew. And, that’s what we called it. 

More Food to Stew On (Roy Gold) 

Another time we went to Fitton Cave, we planned to camp in the entrance room. The road was pretty bad 
up to where we normally drove so, we ended up carrying our stuff considerably further than we intended. 
When we got there and set up camp one of the people with us discovered that he had cleverly forgotten to 
bring any food. He decided to go back down the hill several miles to the Hutchison residence to see if they 
had any food he could buy. They did. When he got back, he had several cans of Hominy to enjoy for the 
several days we were at the cave. 

Jon Takes a Ribbing (Jon Beard) 

Jolly Cave in Newton County was a favorite party cave before the landowner got fed up and bulldozed the 
entrance shut around 1971. So, for 30 years or better, it was a sealed time capsule. When the Missouri De-
partment of Conservation purchased the land for totally unrelated reasons, they found out the cave was on 
the land. They removed the cover of dirt and rock, installed two huge “doors” of thick steel and locked 
them in place.  

Bob Taylor took on the project of resurveying the 1,000-foot cave, which consists mostly of one huge, long 
room. The cave was littered profusely with trash and lots of graffiti covered the walls. The ceiling and walls 
were also covered in black soot from the many party days of the past. So, while Bob and others were map-
ping the cave, I directed efforts in restoring the cave, removing trash, graffiti and soot. 

On one trip, I had returned to the surface to refill a five-gallon pail with clean water to refill the tank of a 
pressure washer we were using to remove black soot. After filling the pail, I began to walk down the con-
crete steps towards the cave. Alas, in full daylight, my foot slipped out from under me, and I went crashing 
to the concrete, making a very hard landing on my ribcage on my lower left side. The pain was excruciating 
for about 15 minutes, but the pain slowly subsided, and I continued my short hike into the cave to the pres-
sure sprayer and continued spraying the soot off the walls. 

At the end of the day, we drove to Crystal Caverns to spend the night inside the cave. My side was sore, but 
otherwise I had a restful night. In the morning, I was standing near my minivan talking with Bob. Suddenly I 
sneezed, and I nearly fainted with acute pain. Why would a sneeze make my side hurt so much? I couldn’t 
breathe—the mere attempt at breathing resulted in a stabbing pain as if a knife was being plunged into my 
side at every breath. Bob, true to form, and in an effort to make me feel better, began with his first pun, 
which caused me to laugh, but the act of laughing was killing me! Bob punned again: “Jon, what’s the mat-
ter, can’t you take a ribbing?”, and I laughed again, but it was killing me! Bob punned a third time, and 
through the acute pain I frantically waved him off. (If I had been carrying a gun, I would have shot him, of 
course, just to silence him.) Bob, realizing I could die from his puns, walked away laughing hysterically, ap-
parently very impressed with his selection of puns. Once Bob was out of earshot, I was able to recover 
somewhat. Yep. I had broken a rib, the ends of the rib were separated and they remain so today. The doc-
tor, after an x-ray, confirmed it was broken. His only advice was to not fall on it again until it healed. 
(Thanks for the professional advice, Doc!) 
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Borry Yer Ladder, Mr. Fireman (Jerry D. Vineyard) 

As young geologists, Jim Williams and I were always looking for interesting challenges.  One day a call 
came in from a dairy farmer in southwest Missouri, asking if the State Geological Survey could help.  He 
had a spring that he used for watering his dairy cattle, and it had become seriously contaminated.   
That’s all we needed to know, because after all, we were public servants.    

So off we went to the small town of Republic, in a karst terrain with many sinkholes, springs and caves. 
After visiting with the farmer and confirming that his spring was indeed foul, we began to look for the 
source of contamination. The town seemed to be a likely place—in the upper watershed of the creek 
running past the farmer’s land, and it wasn’t long before we found a soft-serve ice cream place that 
was discharging its sewage into an old cistern.    

Then someone told us about a nearby farm that, it was rumored, had a well that opened into an under-
ground stream channel. How exciting! We rushed to the farm, and sure enough, outside the back door 
of the farmhouse there was a concrete pad with a lid over the “well,” which was no longer in use be-
cause the home was now on city water. We moved the lid and found a deep limestone shaft in which 
we could hear water running below.  

We just HAD to get down there, but we had no ladder. Now where could we find a ladder? Maybe the 
Fire Department would loan us one. We went to City Hall and asked where they kept their fire truck. 
We found it in a small, garage-size building. They had a nice ladder, just the size we needed, so we said, 
“Could we please borrow your ladder for a couple of hours?” Taken aback, the volunteer firefighters 
scratched their heads, but couldn’t think of any reason why not, so they said, “Be sure to bring it back 
as soon as you can. Nobody has ever borrowed our ladder before.”  

Armed with a fine aluminum extension ladder, we hurried back to the farm, assembled the ladder and 
began to try to poke it down the access hole in the concrete pad. This wasn’t easy, because we could 
only hold the bottom of the ladder while the rest of it waved back and forth high above us. While this 
was going on I happened to look up and noticed the electrical wires leading into the house were just 
about to touch the metal ladder—we were about to be fried!  

We sat down for a few minutes to regain our courage before maneuvering the ladder very carefully 
into the well so we could explore the pit. We discovered a sizeable cave with sewage from the ice 
cream place running through. Later we ran a dye trace to connect the cistern behind the ice cream 
place, the cave stream and the contaminated spring. This was enough for the City to crack down on the 
contamination, and the farmer’s spring recovered.  

 Déjà vu All Over Again (Roy Gold) 

In the early 60s Jerry Sarempa and I were driving through Stone County when we happened to see a 
nice size cave entrance. We quickly turned into the drive to see if we could visit the cave. We got out of 
the car, a lady came out of the house and we asked, “Can we see your cave?” Her response was, 
“There ain’t no cave here.” We didn’t know how to respond to that so we got in the car and left.  Fast 
forward almost 50 years and Bob Taylor, Jon Beard, and I were in Stone County near Hootentown and I 
related this story.  We decided to stop and see if we could look at the cave. We pulled into the drive, 
got out, and a lady came out of the house that looked identical to the one 50 years ago. I asked, “Can 
we see your cave?” Her response was “There ain’t no cave here.”  I still didn’t know how to respond. 
She did finally, however, say, “Oh, you mean the spring,” and told us that we could look at the en-
trance but not go in the cave.  It turned out to be about 15 feet wide, 7 feet high, and we Disto’d to the 
back wall a distance of about 70 feet. 
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Watterson’s Beady Little Eyes (Charity Hertzler) 

One day in 2004 Michael Carter, Bob Taylor, and I went to Watterson Cave in Wright County. The pur-
pose of the trip was to take photos and give us something to do. 

For those who are not familiar with the cave, the entrance consists of a deep pit in the middle of a cow 
pasture. The cave entrance was gated in the early 2000s with a ‘cow catcher’ style gate, which consists 
of a very long metal culvert with a ladder welded inside.  One must climb down the metal culvert, 
where, at the bottom, you make another climb down a stepladder onto a talus slope that is fairly high, 
maybe about 30-40 feet tall from the best that I can remember. 

On this day, we decided that Michael would enter the cave first, since this was his first trip inside of the 
cave. I followed Michael with Bob behind me. Michael reached the bottom of the stepladder and began 
his descent down the talus slope, while I followed. 

Those who are acquainted with Michael know he loves to talk and can be quite animated as he does so. 
While ascending the talus slope, he was discussing something with me (too long ago to remember what 
it was about), when all of a sudden he stopped dead in his tracks and fell silent. 

“Charity!” he whispered. “Charity!” 

“What?” I whispered in reply. 

There was a very long pause. “Do you see that? Do you see them?!”  

Still whispering. THEM??  I wondered what he was talking about. Who were ‘they’?  “Who?” I asked. 

“SHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!”  Michael shushed me. “You’ll scare them!” 

Who the heck were ‘they’? I was still puzzled. “Scare who?” 

Then, he pointed and waved his finger toward the bottom of the talus slope. “Them!!! There’s a pack of 
raccoons down there! Don’t you see them? I’m NOT going down there!’ 

Now, I had been into Watterson a couple of times already, enough to know that I had never seen any 
raccoons in the cave. “Michael,” I explained, “there aren’t any raccoons in this cave.” 

“Yes there are!” He exclaimed. “I can see their beady little eyes!!!!” 

Still pointing toward ‘them,’ I looked and realized what Michael was seeing weren’t the beady little eyes 
of a pack of raccoons. ‘They’ were a path of yellow, reflective trail markers that Jon had placed in the 
cave to keep cavers on a narrow path. 

I explained this to Michael. For the next several minutes of the trip, Michael was unusually quiet (very 
rare!) as he, Bob and I descended to the bottom of the slope and into the cave. 

Boy how time flies by. A few years after that trip, Michael moved to Kentucky where he currently works 
as a cave guide at Mammoth Cave for the National Park Service. I miss having Michael around to enter-
tain me with his animated caving stories. And, of course, Bob Taylor passed away last year. I am really 
glad that I have this wonderful memory of ‘the beady little eyes’ trip with the both of them, to remind 
me of how important it is to cherish the friends that you have been surrounded with while they are in 
the ‘here and now.’ Each cave trip with the friends that we have been given is an opportunity to make a 
wonderful memory that will last a lifetime. 

I wonder if there are any ‘packs of raccoons’ running around in Mammoth Cave? 
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Polka-Dot Underwear, Unfathomable Rope and a Gas Leak 

Tales of Cave Spring (Jerry Vineyard) 

“Hey Jerry, I like your polka-dot underwear,” said a female voice.  Surprised, I wondered how she knew? By 
then, everybody was laughing at my expense. I checked my zipper—no problem, but then I felt a slight 
breeze in the back of my pants and found a slit across the seat of my jeans. That explained how she knew, 
but who set me up?   

It was 1956—or maybe ’57—who remembers.  Oz Hawksley and a passel of his biology students from War-
rensburg, with Louis Parker from Licking and I were probing the Cave Spring—Devils Well system along the 
Current River, in the very early days of the MSS. The locals had told us a fantastic story about a deep under-
ground lake in a small cave just downstream from Cave Spring. We had to check it out.  

The entrance was small and well hidden in brush, and we really didn’t believe the stories we’d heard, but 
we changed into caving clothes and stashed our dry clothes in a niche beside the cave entrance before 
starting the crawl.   

It was low and dry, but after about 300 feet of crawling, we came to a place where there was no floor in the 
passage, just an open pit. With our carbide lamps, we could see green water and the hint of side passages 
in a lower level. Wow! The rumors were true! 

We started looking for something to measure the depth with, but all we could find was a climbing rope that 
Louis Parker had in his cave pack. Quickly we found a rock and tied it to one end of the rope, and then we 
all watched as the rock end hit the lake, pulling the uncoiling rope behind it. Fascinated, we watched the 
rope move down the unfathomed depths until it was all gone—no one was holding on to the loose end.    

We never saw that rope again, but it was a nice rope, so all we could do was name the cave  after it—
Parker Rope Cave—and plan to return another day for more adventures.    

While we were in the cave, some canoeists came down the river, discovered our stashed dry clothes, and 
one of them cut a slit in my jeans that exposed my polka-dot underwear. We never found the perps, but we 
were pretty careful about hiding our dry clothes after that experience. The polka-dot underwear? Turned 
out to be a great chick magnet. LOL  

More Adventures 

  We were back several times to Parker Rope Cave, determined to shake our reputation as “the bumbling 
brothers.” We measured the depth of the underground lake at 140 feet, and tried to connect Cave Spring 
with the lake, but couldn’t get dye through the system.    

I suggested anchoring a vertical line of parachute cord, then filling a balloon with concentrated fluorescein 
dye, adding some BBs to give it negative buoyancy, then sinking the dye-filled balloon to the bottom, 
where we’d release the dye by sliding a knife down the line to puncture the balloon, releasing the dye 
where it would be picked up by the current of the spring.   

Oz Hawksley thought it would be really tough to fill a balloon with concentrated dye, but he thought a con-
dom might work. Brilliant!  

So it was. We were once again hunched over the hole in Parker Rope Cave, mixing a dye solution and pour-
ing it into a condom. To make sure we didn’t screw up somewhere, we brought a small rubber boat de-
signed for a pilot who had to eject over open water, and talked one of the cavers into sitting in this boat to 
make sure everything worked.    

The plan worked perfectly—up to a point. The condom swelled as we poured in the dye mixture, glowing a 
bright green in the light of our carbide lamps. It swelled, and swelled, and swelled some more, ‘til it held 
about a gallon. Suddenly it burst, and the caver in the rubber boat got doused with all that dye mixture.  He  
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had taken his hard hat off, so he came out with green hair. When the laughing subsided, we left the cave 
and washed up in the Current River, turning it green for a long way downstream.    

Eventually we did make a dye connection linking all the elements of the Cave Spring system in a series of 
adventures over several years.   

How to Fix Gas Leaks 

Bill and Lillian Wallace were very kind to us while they owned the Devils Well and lived in a small house next 
to their barn. The house was later demolished after the property was acquired by the National Park Service, 
but the barn still stands. We had many trips into the Devils Well, but that’s mostly another story.  

On one memorable weekend, a large group gathered to map and explore the Devils Well. Among the motley 
group of cars and trucks that gathered, there was a 1958 Buick, loaded to the gills with caving gear and air 
tanks for some divers. The big, heavy Buick was built for long-distance driving, and it did that quite well. It 
was NOT built for Ozark back roads, especially the type you find in Shannon County.   

Coming down the road from Hwy. 19 to Devils Well, a rock punctured the gas tank. Nobody knew how to fix 
a gas tank leak, so the group decided to try to make it back to Salem before all the gas drained out of the 
tank. Unloading the gear lightened the car enough that it was able to make it back to Hwy. 19, where the big 
highway cruiser made short work of the 20 miles or so back to Salem.    

The mechanic took a big wad of chewing gum out of his mouth, worked it into the hole in the tank, and non-
chalantly said, “Well, boys, that hold ya ‘til you get back to Warrensburg, where they’ll take the tank off and 
fix it. That’ll be $2.” 

Walking a Mile in Jon’s Shoes (Jon Beard)  

For many years, I have worn Converse Chuck Taylor tennis shoes to most caves.  I alternate a number of 
pairs of shoes, especially in the day and age of white-nosed syndrome and disinfection protocol between 
caves. Some fellow cavers ignore my dress code, and others question my use of these shoes over standard 
caving boots, citing safety and comfort considerations. I explain they’re comfortable, flexible, relatively 
cheap, easy to rinse off and can be thrown in the washing machine. Others mock my choice and give me all 
kinds of derisive remarks. Some swear they would never wear such a pair of shoes to go caving. One of 
those was one of my caving buddies, Eric Hertzler, who normally caves in some sort of hiking boots or 
equivalent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then one day it happened. It was summer and Eric suggested 
we do some biological monitoring of a relatively recent cave 
find. He drove us to a parking area and we exited his vehicle 
to prepare to dress into our caving regalia. Oops!  Standing in 
sandals, Eric discovered he had forgotten to bring his boots. 
All he had were his sandals. Ahead of us was a half mile of 
hiking down steep forested terrain and the half mile return 
hike; sandals were just not the right footwear at all.  I offered 
my Converse Chuck Taylors to the man who distained of 
them. At first he declined.  He’d wear his sandals, but he 
thought about it some more. No, he’d better see if his size 10 
and a half feet would fit into my size 9 shoes.  Barely.  Canvas 
stretches just enough, that for one use, it is possible to wear 
the shoes a size and a half too small.  Thus, in desperation, 
Eric walked a mile in my shoes! I didn’t know whether to feel 
honored or just laugh! 

Photo: Jon Beard-
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Stories of the Missing Link (Roy Gold) 

In the 60s and 70s, I belonged to Chouteau Grotto. There were a couple of guys named Alvin Edwards 
and Jim Link who also belonged to Chouteau. Jim was a big hulking guy who naturally became known 
as “Missing.” One of them decided that he liked the idea of having a belt generator for his carbide 
lamp. Rather than spending the money to buy one, he decided to make it himself. Its maiden voyage 
was a trip to Hunter’s Cave. If Hunter’s Cave is known for anything, it’s the long, low, wet belly crawl 
that leads to most of the cave. While in the belly crawl, the homemade belt generator showed its 
quality of construction by coming apart. Water immediately reacted with the carbide and the acety-
lene gas that was produced was ignited so Jim and Alvin were surrounded by flames from the burning 
gas. Fortunately, they survived without any injuries. 

Jim and Alvin also decided that would like to map Holton Cave, which is a large cave north of Colum-
bia. After several trips, they brought the map in that they had plotted and one of them said, “This 
cave has a really weird pattern.” It did indeed. It was going in a spiral. This meant that the cave had to 
be spiraling into a valley in front of the entrance. It turned out that instead of starting each plot of the 
compass reading from zero they were adding them to the preceding reading, which guarantees a spi-
ral. 

Sarempa’s Ferry (Roy Gold) 

In the late 60s Jim Huckins and I met Bob Taylor and Jerry Sarempa in Eminence for a planned trip to 
Powder Mill Creek Cave.  At that time there was no bridge across the Current River on HWY 106. You 
had to cross the Current River on the Powder Mill Ferry. After we got on the ferry, Bob, Jim and I got 
out of the car and were talking to the ferryman.  Jerry stayed in the car and asked me as we were go-
ing across, “Roy, do you think I can burn rubber getting off of this?” Jerry was driving a Corvair so, it 
was doubtful he could do it.  I immediately said, “I don’t think you should do that.” The ferryman said, 
“If you do, I’ll pound your ass into the ground!” When we reached the other side, Jerry was able to 
burn rubber getting off the ferry and the ferryman took off after him. Jerry drove down the road al-
most out of sight forcing Bob, Jim and me to walk farther than we intended. The next day we went to 
Powder Mill Cave and had a good time. As we left the following day and got to the ferry, a different 
ferryman was driving it. But as we ferried across the river, we could see our previous ferryman coming 
down the hill to meet Jerry.  (We were rooting for the ferryman.) When we got to the other side, Jerry 
took off again driving almost out of sight forcing us again to walk a considerable distance. The ferry-
man, unfortunately, never caught him. 

Stories Only Heard (Unabashed Rumors) (Jon Beard) 

Don Rimbach was a well-known caver in southwest Missouri during the 1960s, while attending college 
in Springfield.  With Heart of the Ozarks Grotto helpers, he mapped Low Water Bridge Cave, Smittle 
Cave, Fantastic Caverns, Steury Cave and others. He later became an accomplished spring diver and 
mapped the submerged portion of Welch Spring Cave in Shannon County, as well as mapping Bennett 
Spring and Roaring River Spring.  Bob Taylor would tell the tale where Don, who kept his trail mix and 
carbide fuel in separate plastic baby bottles, once decided to eat some trail mix while the group he 
was caving with was resting in the dark.  Don unscrewed the cap, tipped the end of it toward his 
mouth and immediately discovered that he had poured a mouthful of carbide into his mouth.  As it is 
decidedly less flavorful and nutritious than trail mix, he spat out the carbide with great disgust and 
discomfort, much to the laughter of his fellow cavers.  We’re guessing Don was much more careful to 
use the correct container to replenish his energy from then on. 
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The Carroll Cave Stories (Jerry Vineyard) 

Carroll Cave was discovered about the same time as the MSS was organized. Oz Hawksley was working 
on his book, “Missouri Wilderness Waterways,” about canoeing in the Show-Me  State, so one rarely 
encountered Oz without a canoe lashed to the top of his car. He was so into canoeing that he looked 
for ways of using canoes in cave exploring, which made Carroll Cave a favorite target for many years.    

A biologist friend of Oz ‘s told him about this marvelous cave south of Camdenton that had a stream in 
it that required a boat of some kind for the first half mile or so—and then it got really big! So it was 
that Carroll became the first project cave for the MSS, and as history developed, it is still one of Mis-
souri’s longest and most fascinating caves after more than 50 years of exploration and hundreds of 
cave stories.    

Here are some of my favorite Carroll Cave tales. 

 A Parking Lot for Cavers 

Charlie Carroll owned the natural—and only, at that time—entrance to the sprawling cave system that 
extended under a large area of sinkhole-pocked farm and forest lands. We would show up at the en-
trance, which was conveniently located beside a county gravel road, unload our gear and canoes and 
head off into the dark unknown, in the golden age of exploration in Carroll Cave. At the time, it was by 
far the longest cave in Missouri, because the long and complex caves running beneath the Perry 
County Karst had not yet been documented. J Harlen Bretz’s “Caves of Missouri” had just been pub-
lished and it revealed 437 caves in Missouri, an impressive number at the time, but doesn’t it look tiny 
today, when MSS records cover some 6,700 known caves?    

We usually arrived at the cave late on a Friday afternoon, and sometimes “Old Charlie” Carroll would 
show up on his tractor to visit with us and listen to stories we told him about the incredible beauty of 
his amazing cave. He listened, but would have nothing to do with going in the cave himself. “Nah, you 
boys go right ahead with your explorin’—jus don’t drag me in that bat-infested place.”   

Charlie felt badly that we had to struggle getting the canoes and gear into the cave, so he resolved to 
do something about it, but he wanted to surprise us.   

One weekend we showed up at the cave and it was completely changed. Where there had been thick 
deposits of cave detritus at the entrance, likely rich with archaeological treasures, there was now a 
wide, spacious parking area. We could drive right in under the entrance overhang, and offload our gear 
and boats right into the cave stream; who could ask for more? When Oz saw the carnage, he just about 
“had a cow.” 

When Charlie arrived on his tractor, he had a big smile on his face, and Oz  couldn’t bear to say what he 
wanted to say, “#@%$&**$ Charlie,  you’ve destroyed thousands of years of human prehistory just so 
we can have a nicer place to PARK?” 

Of course, the damage was done; it was impossible to reverse, and so we simply enjoyed the heck out 
of our new parking lot. How many caves have you asked permission to visit where the owner says 
“Sure, go ahead and explore, and while you’re enjoying the cave, I’ll build you a nice parking lot.”   

Years later, in a strange sequence of events, “Old Charlie” Carroll died in a farming accident when his 
tractor turned over and crushed him. His son Paul inherited the cave, and years later he, too, died in a 
farm accident when his tractor turned over on him. Strange.   
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Canoeing Carroll River  

Oz Hawksley was delighted to find that he could use his canoe in Carroll Cave, which has a low, wet 
entrance passage that requires about a quarter to a half mile of boating before you break out into 
borehole passage in the Mountain Room. Canoes were definitely not the best choice for this part of 
the cave, but we used them anyway. There was a low spot about half-way through that required one 
to lie down in the canoe and push on the ceiling to get through. Easy enough to do, in most cases, 
but caves seem to follow Murphy’s Law more than other rules of thumb.   

On one big expedition, we had so many people that we had to use canoes to ferry cavers into the 
Mountain Room. Word came that we had two more people at the entrance who needed to be fer-
ried in, so Oz, in the Mountain Room, said he’d go get them. Time passed, but the canoe did not re-
turn. I had a dry suit, so I volunteered to go check on Oz.    

I found him at the low spot, wedged tightly under a low ceiling off the main channel, and mad as a 
hornet.  It’s hard to see where you’re going while lying down in the bottom of a canoe and pushing 
against the ceiling, so you tend to drift to one side of the passage or the other; it’s like trying to climb 
out of a converging crack. It took a while to get him headed in the right direction and able to sit up in 
the canoe. In the process my “dry suit” ended up getting filled with icy cave water and both Oz and I 
were pretty short-tempered for a while.   

For a while “dry suits” were fairly popular for use in really wet caves. We got them at Army Surplus 
stores, which were plentiful in those days, fairly soon after the end of World War II. The surplus 
stores were also the source for small rubber boats and for fluorescein dye that we used for dye trac-
ing work. Today, a visit to Bass Pro Shops will offer all kinds of useful gear that was really hard to find 
in the mid-50s. 

By The Light of the Green Moon 

Oz Hawksley and student members of the Western Missouri Outing Club camped out almost every 
weekend, and made frequent use of Coleman lanterns for caving.   Of course, lanterns are of no use 
in caves that have crawlways, but in a place like Carroll Cave, a nice big Coleman lantern provides 
light for say, a mapping party, and some extra warmth for the caver who carries the Coleman.    

Just about everything has a fatal flaw, though, and so we learned that Coleman lanterns were fairly 
easy to tip over, and they didn’t tolerate water very well. We were in Carroll’s Mountain Room and 
Oz Hawksley had managed to dunk his Coleman in a pool of water, and  was trying to get it relit.  In 
the process Coleman fuel got splashed around, and by chance Oz’s hands sort of caught fire.  It’s ab-
solutely amazing how fast and adroitly a distinguished professor can move when his hands catch fire.   
We also learned that such occasions also stimulated some of the most memorable bursts of colorful 
language that one could imagine.    

But on the whole, Colemans were reliable and uniquely useful, especially while we were mapping 
Carroll River in the first attempt to map the cave. Oz had a young son named Derek, who often car-
ried the Coleman while Oz sketched and I ran the compass. The stream we grandly called Carroll 
River meandered back and forth across a passage with a deep red-sediment fill, so the mappers were 
continually crossing and re-crossing a stream. If another party was ahead of the mappers, one could-
n’t tell how deep the water was, because the mud was easily stirred up.   

We came to yet another crossing, at a point where you were on a flat mud bank about a foot above 
the water surface. Oz yelled to Derek, who was ahead with the Coleman, “How deep is the water 
here, Derek?” “Oh, ‘bout knee deep,” said Derek. So, Oz stepped off the bank into water that was 
about waist deep. What a surprise! Derek wisely moved on, making sure his Dad didn’t catch up to 
him any time soon.  
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Dire Wolf Serendipity 

Carroll Cave is BIG!  Eventually we decided to do multi-day trips as exploration carried us farther away 
from the entrance. The first camp we set up in The Lunchroom. It was a sizable expanse of dry mud, so 
we just put down our bedrolls and made it home. Bob Starks put his sleeping bag down in a likely spot, 
but couldn’t get comfortable. When he looked under his bag, he found what he thought was a rock, 
but when he dug it out of the mud, it was an animal skull.  

Hawksley was astonished. He later identified it as the skull of a Pleistocene Dire Wolf. The serendipi-
tous find inspired a long list of discoveries of Ice Age animal bones in caves all over Missouri, including 
numerous bears in the Current River country, saber-tooth cats in Perry County, shaft caves filled with 
bones in Jefferson County, and even traces of prehistoric humans in Dade County. All this while a non-
caver, Dr. Maurice G. Mehl of the University of Missouri in Columbia was researching Ice Age fossils for 
his book, Ice Age Animals of Missouri.  

After the Falls 

The early days of exploring Carroll Cave were intense—new discoveries on every trip, or so it seemed.  
Virgin passage, never-before-seen speleothems, southern cavefish, bats, blind crayfish, underground 
stream piracy, Pleistocene bones—none of us had ever seen a cave like Carroll before. It was a tough 
cave. All of the trips began at the natural—and only—entrance. We did overnight/multi-day trips and 
generally had more excitement than any of us could have imagined. And today, more than half a cen-
tury later, a revitalized Carroll Cave with a second, caver-created entrance continues to yield new dis-
coveries and jaw-dropping excitement.  May it ever be so!    

Jack Reynolds and Shirley Stafford discovered Thunder River Falls, if memory serves. Their discovery set 
off an intense desire to explore the underground river beyond the Falls. It looked as though the only 
way onward was over the Falls and that would take some doing.  

We needed a cable ladder—a strong cable ladder. So, someone built one using half-inch hemp rope 
and rungs made of slats of oak hardwood flooring. Completed, the ladder was dead weight and we had 
to drag it all the way from the entrance, up Carroll River and down Thunder River to the Falls.  It got 
wetter, muddier and heavier every step of the way to the very brink of the powerful waterfall.   

We anchored the upper end of the ladder and threw the rest down the roaring abyss. Hawksley got the 
honor of being the first man down, while I photographed the excitement. In a few seconds he was fully 
engaged, with water pouring down his neck and threatening to rip him off the ladder, while I kept pop-
ping flash bulbs, looking for better camera angles. In my haste, I accidentally discovered a way around 
the left side of the Falls and when Oz got to the bottom of the Falls and into the little rubber boat he’d 
brought along, there I was, saying, “Smile!” He was not happy to see me. Thoroughly soaked, cold and 
three miles of wet, mud-sucking cave away from relief, he was not smiling. I seem to remember that I 
had to carry that dratted ladder most of the way out.  Or did we stash it in a muddy crawlway some-
where?  Memory fades, but the next cable ladder we made from 1/8th inch aircraft cable and metal 
rungs.  

Of course there was no time to complain about rough times; we had big cave to explore—lower Thun-
der River, Upper  Thunder River, at least 60 side leads, etc., etc. The Thunder Falls adventure  became 
part of the rich folklore of  Carroll Cave, and the beat went on to “Jerry’s Cairn” and beyond. 
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We kept plodding along hop-
ing we’d reach a room or lar-
ger passage, but dimensions 
kept getting smaller and 
smaller as the level of the 
strange mud kept rising 
closer and closer to the ceil-
ing.  

Finally, the passage had be-
come so low that I could not 
continue.  It was also so 
moist and gooey that we had 
become totally mired in it 
(think:  albino peanut but-
ter!).  It was time to back out.   

Ash Grove Cave’s Fourth Entrance (Jon Beard)  

As sometimes happens with cavers, they learn of a cave through a fellow worker through conversa-
tion at the break table. And so it was some time in the mid-1980s, when I told Bob what I had heard 
from a fellow at work. I explained that a work friend talked of a fourth entrance to Ash Grove Cave, 
a large cave Bob had surveyed in the late 1960s. My work buddy said the entrance was located 
north of the main part of the cave, had a small entrance and would lead to the north section of the 
cave. Bob was doubtful that it would actually get us into the main cave, but might lead to a trun-
cated section of cave separated from the main cave by collapse or fill. 

So, one cold day I drove the two of us to the approximate area where the alleged entrance might 
be. Bob and I hiked through the woods for quite a while, fighting through the thorny plants (too bad 
thorns do not drop off plants like leaves do in the Fall!) until we found a small hole. It had a nice 
manmade arched entrance and didn’t really look like an entrance to a natural cave. But, it was the 
only thing that remotely resembled a cave, so we took our chances.  I crawled in first, and before 
too long, the walls and ceiling began to look like limestone.  Hmm!  Maybe it was a cave after all!  
We kept crawling further and began to notice a thick, funny looking mud on the floor that kept get-
ting thicker and deeper as we progressed into this thing.  At first it appeared brown, like regular 
mud, but as we continued on, it appeared lighter than mud, a light tan on top but almost a white 
color under the surface.  I had never seen white mud before and wondered what this funny stuff 
was.  Bob, who had a degree in geology, was perplexed at what this weird material was.   

The passage was too narrow to give us the opportunity to turn around, so we carefully backed out.  I 
made sure I didn’t move too fast and run my pasty white boots into Bob’s face, although I thought it 
might be really funny if I did. 

When we exited, we looked at each other and laughed out loud. We appeared to have crawled 
through white paste and were a total mess! It then dawned on us. We had found our way into an old 
abandoned lime kiln duct from the Ash Grove quarry!  Yes, it had limestone walls and it was dark, but 
it wasn’t the fourth entrance to Ash Grove Cave! I backed into it far enough for Bob to take my pic-
ture. 

My work friend asked me weeks later if I had had the chance to check out that cave he told me about.  
I calmly told him it was a lime kiln duct and that it wasn’t a cave, while intentionally omitting that Bob 
and I had become totally trashed in it.  I’m actually surprised Bob ever had confidence in me again to 
go on one of my cave trips after that. 

Photo: Robert Taylor 
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The Immaculate Reception (Jon Beard) 

Within all of the years of my helping Bob map caves, there were two times when he helped me map caves. 
The first cave was Gravelle Pit on the east side of Springfield. I had been subcontracted by Ken Thomson 
to map the cave as part of his geological study for a proposed new office building adjacent to the en-
trance. The owners wanted to know,  Would the building have an impact on the cave?  Would the cave 
have an impact on the building?  A number of cavers assisted me on a number of trips.   

The entrance is a two-stage pit that was 76 feet deep, the second deepest in Greene County. In all, there 
was 503 feet of cave on several levels. Interestingly, at no point was the cave more than 60 linear feet 
from the pit—a cave wrapped around itself. There were five waterfalls and Butterscotch Grotto was a par-
ticularly beautiful place. In the past, the cave had a reputation of having bad air in its lower levels. Bob 
recounted one trip where cavers had descended and found that there seemed to be a lack of oxygen and 
decided to abort the trip. The famous line was spoken, "I'll climb back out after I catch my breath." Then 
the person realized there would be no catching his breath until AFTER the climb back out!  However, dur-
ing my survey project, there was no apparent bad air. 

Bob, who had been living in Columbia for a couple of years while attending the University of Missouri,  
was in town for the weekend of May 21, 1990, and he offered to help me finish the survey. We did indeed 
do that, and then it was time to exit the cave. We both climbed out of the lowermost recesses. Then Bob 
climbed up to the outside and began pulling my ammo box full of camera gear up toward him on a rope 
around a rounded limestone promontory. I was stationed at the lip of the second drop waiting for Bob, 
waiting patiently with other equipment beside me, fumbling around with things. Suddenly Bob yelled, 
"ROCK!"  The next thing I knew, before I could react, I felt a THUD! on my right hand, which just happened 
to be facing up at the split second the camera collided with it. After a pregnant pause, Bob asked "Did you 
catch your camera?" Dumbfounded, I turned to look at my camera nestled in my hand and blurted, "Uh, 
yeah!"  “YOU DID?!”  “Uh, yeah!”  Serendipity prevented my camera from plunging down the 30-foot drop 
and certain destruction! Bob's help on Gravelle Pit Cave was a relatively minor one at the end of the pro-
ject, but it was indeed unforgettable! 

McDonald’s in Del Rio (Jon Beard) 

Bob Taylor and I had attended the NSS National Convention in Brackettville, Texas in the summer of 1994.  
It was an especially hot convention in southern Texas near the Mexico border. Bob and I attended a num-
ber of seminars, sessions and had even seen a cave or two during the week-long event. What was interest-
ing to report was the rash of bad luck with our vehicle, which started out being my dark blue minivan, be-
came a rental car while my car was down for repairs and ended with my minivan again. Bob was insistent 
that it was due to my NSS Convention badge number—666. The fuel pump went out on my car, then the 
morning after acquiring use of a rental car, it had a flat tire. A storm blew into town where we witnessed 
high winds doing damage to buildings and cars. On the way home, my car still acted up, although we man-
aged to get home. 

Del Rio, Texas, a border town with a Wal-mart, a McDonalds and other familiar American sights, was a 
popular place for convention goers. I remember Bob and I walking into the McDonalds to have lunch one 
day. We looked up at the menu; it was entirely in Spanish. The McDonalds employees behind the counter 
all looked Hispanic, as well as all of the customers. Bob and I quickly forgot that we were not actually in 
Mexico that was just across the river, but we stood there perplexed.  Bob recommended I should speak in 
Spanish.  What was the Spanish term for French fries?  Hamburger? Ah. Hamburguesa.  That was easy, but 
how would we say we wanted a medium Diet Coke?  Calling up my memory of what a #3 value meal was, I 
finally spoke to the young female attendant behind the counter. 

“Uh, numero tres?” I blurted, hoping she would know that I wanted a quarter pounder, medium fries and 
a medium drink. 

In perfect English, with no apparent Spanish accent, she asked me, “Do you want that super-sized?” 

I could hear Bob making a less-than-valiant effort to stifle his laughter behind me.  That man had set me 
up!!  I wanted to hurt him—in Spanish, of course! 
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It is Permitted! (Bob Taylor) 

“IT IS NOT PERMITTED!!” might seem like the words written on stone tablets by God and carried down 
to mankind by Moses. But no, they were only the words engraved on my brain (which some detrac-
tors might say is like having them carved in stone)---Mrs. Cunningham’s words, which I relayed to 
Mike Puhl, who sat hiding in his Pinto wagon from the possible wrath of the landowner. We knew that 
we must, therefore, seek some other cave to survey—one where angels with flaming swords do not 
bar the way—a cave where “It Is Permitted!” 

Fleeing from the vicinity of Cunningham’s Cave and its guardian, we decided to make our way to Dade 
County to seek out the beautiful (and permitted) Cuba Bluff Cave to survey strange new caves and go 
where only a select few cavers have gone before. 

Not being able to find my South Greenfield topo map, we decided to generally head west, certain that 
we would find Dade County somewhere in that direction. We hoped that my memory would respond 
when some appropriate stimulus was encountered. However, such behavioral responses were not 
needed, for I was suddenly inspired to look at my surveying notebook that I had taken to Cuba Bluff 
Cave last time and behold!  The topo was indeed lost, but now was found. The route to “permitted 
caves” was suddenly made clear—The Way was Written! 

Unfortunately, Mr. and Mrs. Cuba Bluff weren’t home, so we decided that we were meant to go else-
where. Yes, we would try Blind Horse Cave, a Dade County cave at which four or five previous efforts 
to find the owners at home met with failure. Blind Horse Cave lay further in the direction of the set-
ting sun. The fact that it was noontime deterred us not in the least of our quest, so we took a chance 
and headed further west. 

Strangeness! The blind horse house, which had theretofore always been found empty except for dogs, 
was full of landowners. However, they did not own the land the cave was on and could not say the 
holy words “It is permitted!!” But, the pseudo-blind horse people were able to direct us to the true-
blind horse people further down the road. We were soon able to receive the permitter’s permission to 
visit and yea, to make a graven image of the cave for us to worship instead of the cave itself. 

Naturally, Mike and I decided to be ascetics and stumble all around the hillside in the hot sun before 
“accidentally” finding Blind Horse Cave.  However, The Way was found, and soon we were surveying 
and photographing the sacred cave.  Unfortunately, we were unable to find such sacred artifacts as a 
white can and horse bones and, instead, had to raptly gaze upon cave pearls and speleothems.  A high 
crevice with an old, broken, wooden ladder below it on the cave floor was rather tantalizing too. 

All too soon we had to leave and plan a return trip to Blind Horse—a cave where “IT IS PERMITTED!!” 

Say, Didn’t We Both Not Live Here Together? (Jon Beard) 

When I moved to Springfield in 1978, my first residence was a small efficiency apartment at 919 South 
Jefferson, apt. #6 as I recall. An efficiency apartment is a one room apartment with a kitchen, dining 
table, a pull-down hide-a-bed, a sofa chair and an end table, plus a small bathroom. I lived there for a 
few months while looking for employment and a larger place to locate my family after they moved 
down.  So, when all of that came together, we moved to a rental house. 

I joined my first caving club, Ozark Highlands Grotto in the fall of 1980. About two years later, this tall 
guy joined the club. His name was Bill Heim and he said he moved to Springfield in the fall of 1978 
from his home town of Lamar, Missouri. I said, “Hey, that’s the same year I moved to Springfield.  
When did you move here?”  He said he moved in October to a small efficiency apartment on 919 
South Jefferson, apt. #6. “Well that’s the same apartment I first moved to!” We discussed the when's 
and dates a bit more. Turns out, when I moved out, Bill moved in! But we wouldn’t meet one another 
for another four years! 
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Izzat Yore Truck Goin’ in the Lake, Mister? (Jerry Vineyard) 

Oz Hawksley is a living legend of funny stories. On a weekend canoeing/caving adventure, Oz and his Out-
ing Club members were tented up and ready for a good night’s sleep, when a troop of Boy Scouts arrived 
at the campground. There was plenty of room on a sloping site overlooking a lake, but twilight was over 
and darkness had settled in, and the Scouts were fumbling around in the dark, struggling to set up their 
tents.    

Hearing the ruckus, Oz , always the Good Samaritan, came out of his tent and moved his truck to a spot on 
the sloping campground and left the lights on so the Scouts could see well enough to set up tents. Oz was 
helping a couple of them when another Scout came rushing up and said, “Hey Mister, izzat yore truck 
goin’ in the lake?”   

It was, and there followed a mad dash—fueled by colorful language—to catch and stop the truck before it 
became a dysfunctional amphibian. 

Humorous Signs (Jon Beard) 

In the many years of traveling to and from caves, I’ve taken note of some interesting signs posted along 
the way. Some were intentionally funny, others were intentionally serious. Sometimes, it’s all about loca-
tion, that is, a sign is funny in one place, but is hardly worth noticing in another place. The following is a 
list of signs and their context. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here lies the last man who didn't shut the gate.  A cemetery cross seen beside a closed gate on private 
land in Christian County. 

 

Sign to the right was seen in a 
pasture along US-166 in south-
ern Kansas on the way to the 
gypsum caves in Kansas.  

 

Photo: Jonathan Beard 

Left: A sign seen below the cash register at the 
Park-et Restaurant in Perryville, Missouri, a 
restaurant where Perry County cavers meet 
before and after caving trips. There is a caver’s 
log book maintained by the restaurant! 

 

Photo: Jonathan Beard 
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How The Split Knee Passage Got Its Name (Jon Beard) 

For 30 years, I’ve been guiding students and scouts through Breakdown Cave and many trips have in-
volved the Split Knee Passage. More often than not, I am asked how the passage got that funny name. 
The origins of the name goes back to 1982 when I was helping Bob Taylor map the cave. While Bob 
was sketching, I decided to climb down from the Formation Area to check out a lower level passage. I 
was attempting to step down onto a boulder, but the top of my boot caught on the ledge, I lost my 
balance and fell about three feet, making a less-than-graceful, perfect one-point landing on my right 
knee onto the apex of the boulder. Despite wearing kneepads, I began yelping like a dog and hopping 
around holding my knee. I might have used some colorful metaphors to describe my opinion of the 
event, but regardless, Bob watched with fascination as I hopped about. After about 15 minutes, I 
stopped using the metaphors, and we continued the survey. Bob was quick to name the lower level 
passage the “Split Knee Passage.” It remains the only memorable occasion when I was hurt inside of a 
cave. Despite the name, I didn’t actually split my knee; it only felt that way at the time. It is a reminder 
how important kneepads can be. 

One Pun Too Many (Jon Beard) 

Anyone who ever knew Bob Taylor was all-too-familiar with Bob’s incessant punning. Puns invoked 
laughter in some, some people moaned or groaned in reaction, some with no tolerance for puns 
threatened Bob with physical violence and some had no reaction at all. Any reaction at all to Bob’s 
puns was usually followed by Bob’s smile or chuckle of satisfaction, and he was indeed very proud of 
himself. No reaction usually was due to one of two things:  Either the victims were not paying atten-
tion or they were purposely trying not to react for fear of encouraging Bob. If there were no reaction 
at all, Bob would normally repeat himself in order to gain the desired reaction. Those of us who pur-
posely refrained from reaction soon learned that no reaction meant we had to hear Bob’s pun AGAIN. 
If anyone laughed at his puns, usually I would mockingly scold them not to encourage Bob. 

One day in the early 1980s, I was driving my Chevy Citation full of cavers towards Pulaski County in 
our effort to survey in Berry Cave.  In the car with me were Marty Griffin, who occupied the front pas-
senger seat, Mike Puhl behind Marty and Bob to the left of Marty behind me. I might add that this was 
still in the age when the vast majority of people were not necessarily wearing seat belts, which would 
later be mandatory. While somewhere in Laclede County, traveling at Interstate speed, Bob began 
rattling off numerous puns whenever anyone else said something. The puns themselves are long for-
gotten, but Bob was at his best (Er, uh, worst). Marty laughed, I had no reaction and Mike groaned. 
Marty’s laughter and Mike’s groans both encouraged Bob to continue with his verbal assault of the 
English language. I instructed Marty not to encourage Bob by laughing, but it was too late to stifle 
Bob’s Gatlin gun of puns. After one particularly nauseating pun, Mike threatened Bob with the words, 
“One more pun, and I will throw you out of this car! Jon, Do I have your permission to throw him out 
of your car?” I replied, “Uh, sure!” Somewhere in the next couple of seconds, Bob uttered another 
pun. Mike flung open his door, grabbed Bob and began pulling him toward the gaping egress. Marty 
spun around to watch the struggle, giving me a play-by-play of the action while I kept my eyes glued 
on the road ahead. I could hear Mike’s grunts and heavy breathing along with Bob’s stifled laughter 
and his own grunts, and I realized the tussle was a real struggle. The wrestling match continued for 
several seconds with Bob attempting to grab anything to keep his position. I couldn’t help but glance 
in the rear view mirror. I could see Bob sprawled all over the back seat in frantic effort to hold his po-
sition, his head and torso pointed toward the open door space. Bob could see the pavement whizzing 
by (or was that his life was flashing by?). Finally, after what seemed like forever, Mike asked Bob “Are 
you going to stop punning?” Between laughs Bob was still grunting. Mike thought he heard a “yes” 
and he released Bob. Order was restored and the rest of the trip was relatively uneventful. I don’t 
think Bob uttered puns the rest of the day, but it was only a temporary reprieve. Bob would not let a 
day go by without a saucy pun. But, it was an unforgettable moment in the annals of caving. 
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The Ed Smith Tales (Roy Gold) 

A number of years ago Jim Huckins and I went down to Ed Smith’s to see a virgin cave. While we 
were there, Ed asked us if we would like to help him do some blasting in a sinkhole.  We thought, 
“Why not?’ We trudged up to the sinkhole to see what we could find. Ed had 15 sticks of dynamite.  
For our first shot we placed 10 sticks of dynamite in the sink. We then walked up on the hill above 
the sink to set it off. The hill was covered with small trees no more than a couple of inches in diame-
ter plus one substantial tree about a foot in diameter. It wasn’t a big enough tree. We touched the 
first shot off and the dirt blew out like we knew what we were doing. For the next shot, we put five 
sticks in. We went up the hill, touched it off and watched rocks get larger and larger as they came 
toward us. The three of us quickly, and with much panic, lined up perfectly behind that single tree 
with the rocks crashing violently around us.  

Another time, Ed was shooting explosives close to his house and managed to put a very large boulder 
through the roof into his kitchen. I happened to be visiting him one day and just casually mentioned 
that.  Ed started shushing me and said that every time Mary remembered that incident she got mad 
all over again. Every time I visited Ed after that I tried to work “the rock through the roof “into the 
conversation. 

More Ed Smith Tales (Jon Beard) 

In 1991, Ed called grotto president Richard Thompson and said that he would like to donate Virgin 
Cave to the grotto. Richard called me to invite me to tag along.  We met Ed at his home. At the time, 
his house was a mobile home with a large, elaborate wooden deck facing the very beautiful West 
Fork of Bull Creek. Ed’s brother was also there, so the four of us sat in lawn chairs on his deck and 
talked for a while. Ed went into the house to use the restroom. At that point, Ed’s brother said, 
“Whatever Ed tells you, don’t believe it!  He’s a pathological liar!” This set Richard and I back.  Ed re-
turned, and discussion resumed. After a while, Ed’s brother went into the house to use the restroom.  
Ed looked sternly at us and said, “Don’t believe a word my brother says. He’s a pathological liar!”  
After that Richard and I couldn’t take either brother too seriously. Richard and I went into Virgin Cave 
and took over 50 photos of the cave. 

A couple of weeks later, Richard and I returned to give Ed copies of the photos. Things had changed 
in Ed’s life, er, rather, his house. Reduced to a small pile of ash was that magnificent wooden deck.  
Ed’s mobile home stood alone with the bottom of the front door several feet above the ground.  
Richard and I looked at each other with puzzled eyes. Richard reached up and knocked on the bot-
tom of the door.  Ed opened the door and looked down on us. We explained we had pictures for him, 
so he invited us in. No ladder or portable steps were offered.  Richard shrugged his shoulders and 
leaped up to grab the bottom sill of the door and hoisted himself up into the house. I leaped up, 
Richard caught my hands and helped pull me up into the house. We closed the door and sat down to 
share the cave pictures with Ed. I looked around and saw crates of strawberries stacked against one 
wall and cases of beer stacked against the other wall.  As we discussed the cave, Ed calmly exposed 
his belly and stuck an insulin needle into his stomach.  He then calmly pulled his shirt back down. 

Nothing ever came of Ed’s offer to donate his cave. We would never hear from Ed again, or his 
brother, but Richard and I never forgot our two meetings with Ed. 
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The Medical Assistance Entrance (Jon Beard) 

I will never forget the mapping of Swartz Crawl Cave in Kansas. This is the only cave that has made me lose 
it twice. The first time was when Tom Grey and I began the mapping from the canyon entrance. The cave 
starts out as a little squirmy bedrock tube with just enough puddled water to get yourself wet. Around the 
115-foot mark, we stopped for the day because I just couldn't stand it any more. We were in a meandering 
tube, on our bellies, taking itty bitty shots of 5 feet, 3 feet, 5 feet and seemingly not getting anywhere. 
With each shot I had to pluck my instruments out to use them, each time having to become an extreme 
contortionist, doing all I could to keep my notes dry and clean (not possible). Damned cave!! We somehow 
managed to squiggle back out the same entrance we entered through. The second time I became enraged 
at the cave was on the second visit to map the cave, again entering through the miserable canyon en-
trance. We briefly checked a sink entrance on the way there, and Tom wondered if we could enter a cave 
through the sink. I replied with the now-infamous words, "You'd need medical assistance if you tried to 
squeeze into THAT hole." This time our survey managed to find the Coral Pendant Room, a nice wide room 
with some picturesque coral growing on ceiling pendants. From here, Tom found his way through an ex-
tremely tight side passage to--guess what--a tiny hole into a sink where his future wife Cheryl had been 
sunning herself. After some slight revision to the gypsum bedrock walls of the hole, Tom squeezed out of 
the "Medical Assistance Entrance"! I tried to do the same thing. I tried climbing up the wall of a very nar-
row slot, and try as I may, could not get my legs to bend the right way. Tom came back in to assist me. After 
repeated attempts, I let loose with expletives (Cheryl just couldn't believe I could say such things!).  

With assistance from Tom, I managed to get up 
the climb, and then entered the tightest place 
of all, one where you have to squeeze through 
on your side, only you’re elevated a few inches 
above the floor, with a 90-degree turn in the 
middle of it all. Naturally, I became stuck in the 
turn, just 3 feet from the dripline. Cheryl took 
pity on me and started feeding me crackers and 
water from her perch outside of the cave. I had 
mixed feelings. The crackers were tasty, and I 
was after all a bit hungry, the water was cool 
and refreshing, and I was a bit thirsty after all, 
but how demoralizing to be stuck and pity-fed. I 
then thought of Winnie the Pooh being stuck in 
Rabbit's Hole, and having to be stranded there 
for 14 days until he could lose enough body fat 
to wriggle out. Well, if that was my predica-
ment, I was eating food instead of burning body 
fat. I eventually squeezed out in less than 14 
days, vowing to lose weight (which I did in the 
weeks after).  

We would get the survey finished, always using the Medical Assistance entrance, amassing 546 feet of sur-
vey. It remains the 5th longest cave of the 57 caves in Swartz Canyon. There are great photos of the Coral 
Pendant Room taken by the three of us. I have an 8 x 10 of me in the 90-degree turn, taken from outside the 
cave by my son Chris when trying to exit from the cave on the final mapping trip in that cave. I looked pitiful 
even though I was able, at last, to exit the cave without medical assistance. 

Photo: Chris Beard 
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The Naked Lady (Jon Beard) 

In 1983, my long-time Kansas caving companion Jim Young was driving his old red Toyota 
pickup in Butler County, Kansas in our search of Santa Fe Lake Cave. We had recently obtained 
what little information the NSS had on Kansas caves. There was only the section number for 
the cave, which meant we were looking for a small cave entrance somewhere inside a square 
mile.  

Anybody who's ever looked for a small cave knows that if you have to look an entire square 
mile for a cave, it is the equivalent of searching for a needle in a very large haystack. Jim drove 
every possible road around the lake, and there was no sign of a cave, no sign of a limestone 
outcrop. We were beginning to get discouraged when Jim thought to search downstream of 
the spillway to the lake. It was a heavily wooded area along the gravel road. We turned a cor-
ner, and suddenly before us was a statuesque model with long brunette hair posing in the 
nude for a white-haired photographer using one of those old-fashioned cameras draped in a 
black shroud. They were right in the road not 100 feet ahead of us. Did I mention she was 
nude? And quite attractive I might add. Jim applied the brakes to his truck, and we just stared 
disbelievingly at the scene. Both the model and the photographer were unfazed by our pres-
ence and just kept doing what models and photographers do. Minute after minute went by.  
Did I mention she was nude? Jim and I weren't getting any closer to our objective--er, uh, now, 
just exactly what was our objective? Um, er, uh, oh yeah! To find a cave!  

Realizing that we might be transfixed a really long time, and the day wasn't getting any longer, 
Jim slowly rolled forward toward the model in the road. When we finally came within a few 
feet of them, the photographer lifted his head out of the shroud, and the model stepped to 
one side, waving "hi!" cheerfully to us as we passed them. We waved back with ear-to-ear 
grins and made our way to a nice limestone bluff a few hundred yards away that contained the 
cave. We mapped the 69-foot, joint-determined cave, then returned to the spot where the 
nude model had been posing. She was gone, but had left an unforgettable impression (in our 
minds, not the road). It was about that time when I stared down at my camera box at my feet 
and wondered why I hadn't thought to photograph the model when I had the chance. Hmmm. 
Of course! We had neglected to bring a model's release! 

The Story of the Green Pencil (Jon Beard) 

Tom Grey played a key role in the survey of Garrison Cave #2. One day, Tom, and Bob Lerch 
and son Andy mapped a lengthy, twisting section of the South Creek Passage, leaving behind a 
short green pencil to mark the last station of the day, a green pencil intended to be found an-
other day. Tom returned with Lawrence Ireland, another key player in the survey, a year later 
and they surveyed a lengthy, twisting section of the South Creek Passage. They were ready to 
call it quits for the day, so Lawrence went ahead around another turn to see what was in store 
for them only to find a green pencil! Lawrence inquired about the green pencil--after all, they 
had assumed they were in virgin passage--and Tom's heart sank!  They had expertly, with much 
deliberation, mapped the very same length of passage Tom had mapped a year earlier with 
father and son Lerch! It has come to be known as the infamous Green Pencil Survey. 
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Grotto Affiliation? (Roy Gold) 

Several of us from Chouteau Grotto attended an MVOR regional convention in Illinois.  One of us that 
attended who I shall call Joe had the incredible ability to chug bottles of liquor. That Saturday night 
after we had caved, Joe had already consumed at least one bottle of wine, and we were wandering 
around the campground when we came upon a fellow Chouteauite’s campsite where there were a 
number of others sitting around a campfire. The other fellow had a bottle of Jack Daniels’s Black La-
bel, and someone suggested he pass it around.  Everyone took a small sip until it got to Joe. He tipped 
it up and bubbles were literally going up into the bottle. We then left and wandered around the camp 
some more, and Joe began to feel the effects of the alcohol. We came to a mud hole, and Joe pitched 
over into it face first and started writhing saying. “My shoooe, my shoooe, I’ve lost my shoooe.” We 
said, “Joe, your shoes are on. Get out of that mud puddle.” At that point, a couple of guys happened 
upon us and said in disgust, “What grotto do you belong to?” I said, “MMV.” 

Solar-powered Caver Recharging (Jon Beard) 

There is perhaps no caver who has worshipped the sun more than Jim Young, who helped me survey 
more Kansas caves than anyone else. I have numerous photos of Jim shirtless while we hiked to and 
from caves in Swartz Canyon during my 18-year project to map the 57 caves there.   

On one trip, our objective was to map 
what we had been told was a relatively 
short cave by the name of Dripstone 
Cave.   

We entered the cave in the early morn-
ing, but by noon, realized we had more 
cave than we thought. We spent hours 
mapping the complicated gypsum cave to 
411 feet. While I wearily sketched some 
last detail at a sink entrance, Jim simply 
collapsed in exhaustion and lay mo-
tionless in the March sun.   

After my sketching was done, I snapped a 
photo of Jim. I printed it and sent it to 
him with the simple caption:  "Solar- 
powered Caver Recharging."  

 

Photo:  Jonathan Beard 
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